Our wish is to realize Heavenly Parent's dream. It should not remain a theory
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We are now at the moment of truth. We have set our goal. Brothers and sisters cannot be divided. We need to be united. True Parents’ wish is to realize Heavenly Parent's dream on earth. It should not remain as theory like history recorded in the Bible but be realized in substance. The True Parents of humanity, found and established six thousand years after the Fall, should set the example of living on earth in attendance to Heavenly Parent.

This is also the case with regard to Heaven's providence. You may have heard the teachings of the Divine Principle and understood it in theory.

Even if you live thousands of miles away from them physically You need to lead lives in which you experience the feeling of dwelling and thinking in the center of True Parents' heart.

I don't know what you have gained from what I have said so far, but my life has been one in which I believed Heavenly Parent to be my father from the moment of my birth and I have lived 77 years knowing Heavenly Parent as my parent.

For me, this process involved patience and endurance that you could not even imagine, in which I thought only of Heavenly Parent. Heaven alone knows this. Please don't talk about this and that theoretically. During my time on earth, while I am still living, I must realize Heavenly Parent's wish and give birth to humanity through Heavenly Parent's bosom. I need to guide humankind. That is True Parents' responsibility.
From now on, you should use the term 'hyojeong' in every project and product the Foundation and other organizations create. The name of the water that springs from Mt. Balwang is Hyojeong Su.

In this Cheon Il Guk era, every person who drinks this Hyojeong Su will be able to experience Heavenly Parent and True Parents. Such is the grace and blessing of this water.

This is the grace and love Heavenly Parent has bestowed on True Parents.

It is hyojeong (filial devotion to Heaven). As Cheonbo families, you need to teach your tribes about hyojeong. Once you do so, miracles will naturally occur.